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Abstract
In this review we describe the electromagnetic properties of radiofrequency (RF) resonators used in magnetic resonance exper-
iments (NMR or EPR), at frequencies less than 1 GHz. Axial and transverse resonators, giving rise to a homogeneous RF magnetic
field, are compared. The amplitude of the RF field created by axial resonators is slightly higher than that of the transverse config-
uration, but it is practically independent of the design within a given class. In contrast, the RF field homogeneity depends strongly
on the probe design. The best homogeneity is achieved with the axial loopegap and the transverse birdcage resonators. The current
distribution among the conductors is calculated by methods that are briefly presented, with particular emphasis on influence of the
shielding material. Simple equations for estimating the performances of any homogeneous probehead are also given and applied to
a typical high-resolution liquid NMR probe. To cite this article: J. Mispelter, M. Lupu, C. R. Chimie 11 (2008).
� 2007 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
Résumé
Dans cette revue, on décrit les propriétés électromagnétiques de résonateurs radio fréquence (RF) destinés à des expériences de
résonance magnétique (RMN ou RPE), réalisées en dessous du GHz. Deux principales classes de sondes produisant un champ RF
homogène sont présentées : les résonateurs à champ radial et à champ transversal. L’amplitude du champ RF est généralement plus
élevée pour les résonateurs axiaux, mais, pour une même classe, est pratiquement indépendante de la façon dont le résonateur est
conçu. Au contraire, l’homogénéité du champ RF dépend de la structure utilisée. Ainsi, la meilleure homogénéité est obtenue avec
une structure axiale en « loopegap » et une structure transversale en « cage d’oiseau ». Des méthodes permettant d’estimer la dis-
tribution de courant sur les conducteurs sont succinctement décrites et utilisées pour décrire les effets de l’écran sur les propriétés du
résonateur. Finalement, les performances d’un résonateur homogène quelconque sont estimées à partir d’équations simples. Un
exemple est donné pour une sonde typique utilisée en RMN liquide à haute résolution. Pour citer cet article : J. Mispelter,
M. Lupu, C. R. Chimie 11 (2008).
� 2007 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The radiofrequency (RF) probe is the very heart of
a magnetic resonance experiment. It is dedicated to
the excitation and reception of the nuclear (NMR) or
electron (EPR) spin magnetization. Although the reso-
nant frequencies are originally very different (in the
range of ‘‘radio’’ and ‘‘microwave’’ frequencies, re-
spectively, for NMR and EPR), the probe technology
tends to be similar for both kind of spectrometers, as
NMR frequencies are increasing while the development
of EPR in living systems is usually performed at low
field. Consequently, the resonators encountered in
both methodologies are sometimes designed on the
same principles. This is particularly the case for the
so-called ‘‘loopegap’’ resonator [1].

In this paper we will shortly review some aspects of
the probe technology specifically applied to the design
of resonators that create a homogeneous oscillating
magnetic field in the sample volume, at frequencies
less than 1 GHz. These homogeneous probes are used
in a great variety of magnetic resonance (MR) experi-
ments, such as high-resolution NMR spectroscopy,
solid-state NMR, low-field EPR spectroscopy and
in vivo MR imaging (both electron and nuclear spin).

2. Introduction to probe technology

Basically, the probe must convert an oscillating RF
current furnished by a power transmitter into an oscillat-
ing magnetic field (usually denoted B1) and, subsequently
(or simultaneously in continuous wave experiments), it
must convert the off-equilibrium rotating magnetization
into a current that is amplified and processed by a receiver.
This implies a number of conditions that define the RF
probe design.

Firstly, it must be constituted of some conductive
material for handling the RF currents which create an
oscillating magnetic field in the nearby space around
the conductors. From the Principle of Reciprocity [2],
the same conductive structure is able to detect, with
an equal efficiency, the processing magnetization.

It should be mentioned at this point that the magnetic
field of concern here is not the one that is long-range ir-
radiating (far field), despite the fact that the probe is fre-
quently (and incorrectly) named ‘‘the antenna’’. The
energy radiated in the probe’s surrounding space does
not contribute to the magnetic resonance process. It
contributes rather to the losses that diminish the signal-
to-noise ratio, as any other processes dissipating the
electromagnetic energy in the coil resistance and in
the lossy sample (imperfect conductor and dielectric).
These dissipation processes lead to the heating of the
sample and/or the probe. An electric field is also associ-
ated with the magnetic field. Again, one should distin-
guish between the conservative E field and the electric
field associated with the variation in time of the mag-
netic field (dB/dt). The latter is, in part, contained in
the radiated field, whereas the former is due to the scalar
potential that exists near the probe conductors. This
conservative E field is proportional to the current and
to the inductance of the probe conductors. It contributes
also to the overall losses and sample heating. The spa-
tial distribution of the conservative electric field compo-
nent is generally different from that of the near-field
magnetic component. Because it does not contribute
to the magnetic resonance process, probe designers at-
tempt always to reduce its amplitude, generally by min-
imizing as far as possible the inductance of the probe
conductors [3]. This review being exclusively concerned
with the quasi-static magnetic field of probes, the elec-
tric field distribution will be no longer discussed.

Secondly, the conductors should be arranged is such
a way that B1 is perpendicular to the main static magnetic
field B0. This implies some constraints on the design de-
pending essentially on how the sample may be inserted
inside the main magnet and on the B0 orientation. Further-
more, the spatial arrangement of the conductors controls
the homogeneity of the RF magnetic field. In this review,
we will consider only volume probes creating a homoge-
neous field in the space occupied by the sample.

Thirdly, the conductive structure opposes itself to the
oscillating current delivered by the transmitter, due to
its self-inductance. Hence, the probe reactance should
be compensated using some conjugate impedance pro-
vided by capacitors. Now, the probe becomes a resona-
tor tuned at the desired working frequency. The high
impedance of this resonator must be transformed
(‘‘matched’’) into the purely resistive system imped-
ance (usually 50 U) in order to optimize the transfer
of energy between the probe and the transmitter (or
the receiver). The very basic electrical circuits of the
probe are represented in Fig. 1, for the two fundamental
capacitive and inductive coupling schemes.

The final design should also take into account the di-
mensions of the probe conductors relative to the wave-
length at the working frequency. A natural criterion is
the product of frequency to coil diameter (fd) intro-
duced by Doty et al. [3]. Another similar, but less direct,
criterion is the coil reactance Zi at the working fre-
quency. In practice, when fd is greater than about 20e
30 MHz m or Zi is larger than 100e200 U, classical
versions of homogeneous probes will be replaced
with configurations that present less self-inductance.



Fig. 1. The two basic electrical circuits of a MR probe. It is consti-

tuted of a resonator (the ‘‘tuning capacitor’’ CT and the coil induc-

tance) matched to the resistive 50-U impedance of the system by

an appropriate circuit. The resonator exhibits at the resonance fre-

quency (equal to u0¼ 1/(LC)1/2) a high, purely resistive, impedance

of the order of 1e10 kU (Z¼QLu0, typical values are: Q¼ 200,

Lu0¼ 40 U). Slightly out of resonance, the resistive component de-

creases to 50 U as required, but exhibits a reactive component that

must be compensated for perfect match. On the lower side of the res-

onance, the residual reactive impedance is positive. It is compensated

by the ‘‘matching’’ capacitor (CM), as shown in the capacitive cou-

pling scheme (top). Another way to reduce the high resistive imped-

ance of the resonator is to sample a small part of its magnetic flux

using a coupling loop (inductive coupling, bottom). For an appropri-

ate position of the coupling loop (adjusting the mutual inductance

value M), the image of the impedance of the resonator through the

flux coupling is exactly purely resistive and equal to 50 U at u0.

The capacitor CM compensates for the self-inductance of the cou-

pling loop itself. Many variants of these basic circuits are found in

real probes, depending on specific design constraints.
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This is, for example, the case of the well-known
‘‘saddle’’ coil which is replaced at ultra high frequency
(UHF) with the slotted tube [4] (or slotted cylinder [5])
configuration like in the well known AldermaneGrant
resonator [6]. Similarly, the classical solenoid coil
may be efficiently replaced with the scroll-coil [7] or,
possibly, by the loopegap [1,8,9].

Nevertheless, the geometry of the resonators is based
on a rather limited number of designs that will be pre-
sented in the following, assuming the quasi-static ap-
proximation, i.e. after Doty [3], when the fd product is
lower than 30 MHz m. The adaptation of the probe tech-
nology when the fd product increases above the limits
considered throughout the paper will be shortly pre-
sented in Section 8.
3. Tools for designing and evaluating a probe

The design of a given MR probe makes use, for
a large part, of previous experiences and know-how.
For the beginner (and may be for the specialist too), it
is very useful and more efficient to have some tools in
hands in order to optimize the design, to adjust the
probe component values for tuning and matching and fi-
nally to evaluate the probe after its completion.

Very expensive tools such as vector network analyzers
(VNA) and highly specialized, time consuming, simula-
tion software are normally used by professional probe de-
signers. These tools are, however, seldom found in the
MR laboratories. Fortunately, some simple rules and sim-
ple simulation tools can be usefully employed by the non-
specialized engineers and, possibly, by the MR user, to
learn and to understand what is under the ‘‘bonnet’’.

To adjust (tune and match) a given probe resonator,
one may use the ‘‘wobble’’ function included in most
of the NMR consoles. In this configuration, the spec-
trometer or imager frequency is spanned around the
working frequency while the energy reflected by the
probe circuit, the so-called reflection coefficient G, is
sampled and displayed on the screen (Fig. 2). When
the frequency is far away from the probe resonance,
all the incident energy is reflected back (G¼ 1). On
the contrary, when the frequency approaches the probe
resonance, part of the incident energy is absorbed by the
resonator (G< 1) with a minimum of reflected energy at
resonance, appearing as a dip in the display. If the probe
circuit is perfectly matched to the spectrometer imped-
ance (usually 50 U) all the incident energy is absorbed
by the probe, hence G¼ 0. Such resonant spectra can be
simulated by a circuit analysis software, based on the
analog circuit simulator SPICE [10], such as the free
evaluation versions of MicroSim PSpice� (see for ex-
ample Ref. [11]) or by simple linear circuit simulator
such as the open sources ‘‘simprobe’’ [12], specifically
dedicated to the simulation of the properties of mag-
netic resonance RF probes.

At this stage, the simulation of the electrical proper-
ties of the probe circuit is useful for the following goals:

- determining all the resonant modes of the probe,
and

- featuring all the probe components and parameters
(capacitors, inductors, coupling coefficients) nec-
essary to tune and match the circuit at the fre-
quency of interest, for any resonant mode.

Then, the spatial distribution of the so-called rotating
frame components B1

þ and B1
� of the RF magnetic field



Fig. 2. Ratio of reflected to incident RF energy (reflection coefficient G) as a function of the frequency when the probe is connected to a given RF

power source. Top: experimental set-up. A directional coupler is used to sample the reflected wave at the probe port (the input port as indicated on

a conventional coupler). The voltage appearing on the coupled port is proportional to the amplitude of the wave traveling from its input port (con-

nected to the probe) to the output port (connected to the source), which is nothing else than the wave reflected by the probe. When the probe

impedance is equal to 50 U (the characteristic impedance of the line of the coupler), the reflected wave is null. The detector output is zero.

When the probe port is open (high impedance) or shorted, the reflected wave amplitude, and consequently the detector output voltage, has its

maximum value.

Bottom: typical displays obtained (‘‘wobble’’ command on most NMR spectrometers) with different coupling conditions, when the source fre-

quency is spanned over a given frequency range. When the frequency is far away from resonance, all the incident energy is reflected back toward

the source (G¼ 1). When the frequency is close to resonance, G diminishes until G¼ 0 if the probe is perfectly matched to the spectrometer char-

acteristic impedance (resistive 50 U). In this case (center), all the incident energy is absorbed by the probe (coil plus sample). If the probe is not

perfectly matched, a fraction of energy is reflected back (overcoupled and undercoupled cases, left and right). The shift in resonance frequency is

due to the coupling components (capacitive coupling in the present example).
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can be estimated for any resonant mode, using the fol-
lowing equations [2,12,13]:

~B�1x ¼
1

2

�
Bx

uHBy
v

�

~B�1y ¼
1

2

�
�Bx

v þBy
u

� ð1Þ

where Bu,v
x and Bu,v

y are the magnetic field components
in the laboratory frame.

In these equations, u and v refer to the complex
components of the total magnetic field, which is the
sum of all the magnetic fields created by the complex
current (Iukþ iIvk) flowing in conductor k. For exam-
ple, Bu

x is the total RF field component, along the x
axis of the laboratory frame, created by all the currents
that are ‘‘in-phase’’ with a given reference which can
be chosen as one of the exciting RF sources. Bv

x is
the same component, but created by all the currents
that are ‘‘90� out-of-phase’’ with the reference. The
complex components of the current in each conductor
are obtained from the linear circuit simulation of the
probe electrical network. The relative phase of the cur-
rents in every conductive elements is of great impor-
tance in predicting the detailed field components
relevant to the MR experiment [13].

The x and y components in the rotating frame can be
viewed as the components of a complex valued field [2]:

~B�1 ¼
�

B�1x þ iB�1y

�
ð2Þ

The relevant amplitude B1
þ or B1

� is given by the module
of ~Bþ1 or ~B�1 , respectively. Only the component that ro-
tates in the same direction as the Larmor precession of
the electron or nuclear spin is efficient for creating the
transverse magnetization. This depends on the relative
orientation between the probe and the main static B0



Fig. 3. Ideal axial resonators. Equal currents are carried in each

elementary ‘‘filaments’’, evenly positioned on the surface of the

conductor. This corresponds to a sinusoidal current density on the

surface of the sphere and a constant current density on the surface

of the cylinder. Ideally, the cylinder is assumed to be infinite in

length. The magnetic field is oriented parallel to the symmetry axis

of the coil.
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field. If, by construction, the excitation field is ~Bþ1 , the
signal received by the probe is proportional to the com-
plex conjugate of the field in the negatively rotating
frame [2]:

~B��1 ¼
�

B�1x � iB�1y

�
ð3Þ

The rotating frame components B1
þ and B1

� of the RF
field created by the basic probe configurations de-
scribed here are in general not distinguished, when
the probe is excited in the so-called linear polarization
mode. If the probe is excited in the so-called circular
polarization (provided the design allows it), only one
component is to be considered, the one that rotates in
the same sense as the magnetic moment interacting
with the static field. It is therefore sufficient in many
cases to consider only one component which has been
chosen throughout the rest of the paper as B1

þ. A possi-
ble nonequivalence of B1

þ and B1
� has been, however,

evidenced in some instances, such as, for example,
when the coil is excited inductively through a coupling
loop [14].

The field components in the laboratory frame, re-
quired in Eq. (1), are derived assuming the quasi-static
approximation and using the use of the BioteSavart’s
law [15]. Also, the probe is assumed to be empty (with-
out sample). Despite these approximations, a large
number of basic properties of the probe can be accu-
rately described and understood.

A quantitative evaluation of the magnetic field homo-
geneity is finally given bya histogram of the magnetic field
amplitude within a given ROI (Region Of Interest) [16].

The simulation permits the optimization of the probe
geometry in order to get the desired spatial field distribu-
tion, to achieve its construction in practice and to evaluate
its quality by a comparison of the predicted performances
with those measured by means of real experiments.

The decisive criterion will be the probe sensitivity,
given by Refs. [3,17,18]:

S=N ¼ a
B1

I

1ffiffi
r
p ð4Þ

where r is the resistance representing all the losses (in
the coil conductors and in the sample) and B1/I is the
magnetic field produced by a ‘‘unit current’’ circulating
in the coil. a is a factor, independent of the probe de-
sign, that includes the noise figure of the receiver, the
working frequency, the temperature, the amplitude of
the macroscopic magnetization, etc. The sensitivity of
a given probe can be evaluated from the so-called 90�

pulse length that produces the maximum magnetization
after a pulse of a given RF power [19]. It can be easily
estimated (see Section 7) and measured by a simple one-
pulse experiments [20].
4. Axial resonators

The symmetry properties of a volume resonator are
governed by the direction of the current flow on the sur-
face of the probe conductors (due to the skin effect; at
frequencies larger than a few MHz, the RF currents
are confined in a very thin region close to the conductor
surface).

The magnetic field being perpendicular to the cur-
rent direction, one can define two kinds of resonators,
those creating a magnetic field along their symmetry
axis (axial resonators) and those creating a magnetic
field perpendicular to their symmetry axis (transverse
resonators).

Fig. 3 represents the two current distributions that
create a perfectly homogeneous field, polarized along
the resonator axis (axial resonators).

For accessibility reasons, the ideal spherical geome-
try cannot be realized. In practice, it is approximated by
two or four coils, as, respectively, in the Helmholtz and
the HoulteDeslauriers (HD [21]) designs. In either de-
sign, each isolated coil is tuned to a given resonant fre-
quency using a capacitor in such a way that, when
coupled, the whole system exhibits a resonant mode at
the required frequency. The current is evenly distributed
in the Helmholtz coils and the RF field homogeneity is
maximum when the distance between the two coils is
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equal to their diameter. In the HD design, both the ge-
ometry and the current distribution must be optimized
for the field homogeneity. The required current distribu-
tion is obtained from the adjustments of the resonance
frequency of each constitutive resonator. Other four-
coil configurations have also been recently proposed
[22]. They differ slightly from the HD design by the
fact that all coils are tuned to the same resonant fre-
quency, making the adjustment simpler. This results
also in a slightly different geometry than the HD design.

The ideal cylindrical geometry is a cylinder of infin-
ite length. In practice, the best known approximation
of this configuration is the solenoid coil. This coil gives
the best sensitivity of magnetic resonance among all
resonator designs. It is therefore the preferred choice
whenever possible, but at relatively low frequencies.
Solid- state NMR makes use of this kind of resonator.
It is also used as micro-coils [23] to build high-sensitiv-
ity NMR probes for very small quantities of biological
samples [24]. It exhibits, however, an inherent heteroge-
neity in a plane perpendicular to its axis due to the he-
lical winding (Fig. 4). It becomes also self-resonant at
a relatively low fd product. The self-resonance is ex-
pected to occur when the coil impedance approaches
600 U, corresponding to fd of the order of 4e5 MHz m
for a well designed solenoid coil.

The loopegap [1], a one-turn solenoid coil (Fig. 4),
provides a convenient solution for solving both prob-
lems. This ultra-high frequency (UHF) resonator has
the same structure as the magnetron resonant cavity,
conceived during the 1940s. It has been proposed as
a low-frequency EPR resonator in 1969 [8a,b] and later
[9], and was proposed as an NMR probe in 1981 [26].
Its sensitivity is expected to be that of a solenoid. In-
deed, it can be demonstrated theoretically that the sen-
sitivity of a solenoid coil is almost independent of the
number of turns [12].

The magnetic field’s homogeneity is improved
(Fig. 4), as compared to that of the solenoid, in a plane
perpendicular to the symmetry axis, due to the removal
of the helical winding. It is also improved in the axial
direction, due to the increase of the current density on
the edges of the conductive sheet.

4.1. Current distribution

A general property of flat conductors driven by a cur-
rent is that the current density increases near the foil
edges that are parallel to the current flow (Fig. 5)
[27]. It should be noted at this point that the current
density results from an inductive effect which should
not be confused with the skin effect. This current
distribution appears at low frequencies and becomes
frequency independent when the reactive impedance
is much larger than the zero frequency (DC) resistance.
This occurs at 0 Hz for superconductors and at some
kHz for conventional conductors (copper, silver, etc.).
At radiofrequencies, well above the 10e100 kHz range,
the current density does not change until the wave-
length becomes of the same order of magnitude as the
conductor dimensions.

Quantitatively, the current density can be estimated
by different methods. In one method [12], the current
density is calculated from the boundary condition that
the magnetic field component perpendicular to the con-
ductor surface must be zero everywhere.

For the loopegap, the current density is described by
a discrete set of circular filaments of current {Ik} flow-
ing on a radial path from one edge of the gap to the other
(Fig. 6). The boundary condition for the magnetic field
is written similarly for a discrete set of positions {j}.
This is expressed as:

Bt
j ¼

X
k

ajkIk ¼ 0 ð5Þ

where ajkIk is the magnetic field component perpendic-
ular to the conductor surface and created at a given po-
sition j by current Ik. Adding the condition that the sum
of all filament currents should be equal to the total cur-
rent driving the coil,

X
k

Ik ¼ Iport ð6Þ

one obtains a system of linear equations having Ik as un-
knowns. The system proved to be always solved in a ro-
bust manner by Singular Value Decomposition [28].
This method is very fast and does not require too
much computing power. However, it is limited to sys-
tems with particular symmetries.

Another method, providing identical results, is
based on the partial inductance concept [29]. This ap-
proach developed during the beginning of the past
century for inductance calculations is nowadays essen-
tially used in the microelectronic industry [30,31].
Briefly, the method consists in the decomposition of
each conductor into smaller segments forming a linear
network of coupled RL (resistanceeinductance) com-
ponents (including possibly a capacitor C). The self-
and mutual- partial inductances Lij constituting the net-
work can be calculated by formulae found in the
literature [32]. The circuit equations describing the
network are solved for the currents and voltages in
each RL(C) elements, using a SPICE like simulator
[10,11] or any, simpler, linear circuit simulator. In



Fig. 4. Mapping of the rotating component of the B1 field in the xy, yz and xz planes, for a solenoid coil having 5 turns (upper), 50 turns (middle)

and a loopegap (lower). The photos to the left represent a solenoid with 8 turns (upper) and a small loopegap resonator (lower) made of a thin

copper foil (0.25� 12� 37 mm) wound on a PTFE former (diameter 12 mm) enclosing a sample tube (8 mm). The mapping have been simulated

from the calculation of the magnetic field components for each design. This is represented as an image that would be obtained after a 4pwepw

pulse sequence [25] where pw is set equal to the 90� pulse length at the center of the coil. The first 4pw pulse sets up the longitudinal magne-

tization as a function of the B1 amplitude. The second pulse (pw) reads out the amplitude of the longitudinal magnetization resulting from the

preceding period. Due to the choice of pw, the magnetization is left unchanged by the first pulse at the center of the coil. (For visualizing the

color information in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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addition to the currents, one can get also the total in-
ductance of the probe. This approach is similar to
that implemented in Fasthenry [33] for computing the
inductance matrix of a complex network of wire con-
nections. This software can be efficiently used for
many MR probe designs.

The partial inductance method has the advantage that
it is more general than the previous one, but it is much
more demanding as far as computer resources are con-
cerned. As the volume resonators used in magnetic reso-
nance exhibit generally high symmetry, the first method
(direct method) can be used in many cases without too
much lack of generality. All the currents’ densities calcu-
lated here were performed using the direct method.
5. Transverse resonators

A cosine-dependent distribution of linear currents
flowing parallel to a cylindrical axis produces also
a homogeneous magnetic field inside the cylinder [14]
(Fig. 7). The magnetic field is oriented perpendicular
to the cylinder axis. The resonators built according to
this configuration have a very good sample access, es-
pecially when used inside a superconductor magnet.

In a similar way as the Helmholtz coil, the crudest
approximation of the cylindrical cosine current distribu-
tion is the widely used ‘‘saddle coil’’ (Fig. 8). It is con-
stituted of two rectangular coils, either connected in
series (the most frequent stable configuration) or



Fig. 5. Current density on a flat strip (left) and on the loopegap surface (right). The current on the strip, assumed infinitely long, is flowing in

a direction perpendicular to the paper sheet. The current density increases strongly on the edge of the conductive foil and is relatively uniform near

the center. The current distribution fulfils the boundary conditions on the (magnetic) field vector at the surface of the (assumed perfect) conductor

[27]. The current on the loopegap (left) presents a similar distribution. In this case, the current flows on parallel circular filaments on the coil

surface from one edge of the gap to the opposed one. The high current density at the extremities of the coil contributes to improve the homoge-

neity of the magnetic field inside the loop. Such a current distribution is almost independent of the thickness of the conductors and of the fre-

quency (from 0 Hz for superconductors to a few kHz for a copper foil). It should not be confused with the skin effect, which is frequency

dependent and which describes the current density inside the conductor.
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coupled together like in the Helmholtz free-element res-
onator. The optimum homogeneity is obtained when the
angle subtended by each coil is equal to 120�.

UHF versions of such a resonator have been devel-
oped during the 1970s as a transmission line resonator
[34] and subsequently as the slotted tube (ST, [4]), and
the slotted cylinder (SC, [5]), also known as the
AldermaneGrant resonator (AGR, [6]). All these reso-
nators are based on a common structure constituted of
two conductive sheets shaped on a cylinder and driven
by current in opposed phase (Fig. 8). The homogeneity
of the magnetic field created by this structure is optimum
when the angle subtended by the conductive sheet is near
90�. It is also slightly improved as compared to the sad-
dle coil. The current density is here expected to increase
near the conductor edges parallel to the cylinder axis,
which is also the direction of the current flow. This is
visible on the magnetic field map shown in Fig. 8.

5.1. Toward the cosine current distribution

There are mainly two designs that attempted to
mimic the ideal current cosine distribution around the
cylinder. One is the ‘‘birdcage’’ [13,35], which is now-
adays the widely used MRI configuration. It is basically
constituted of identical resonators connected together
and evenly distributed around the cylinder (Fig. 9).
The relative phases and amplitude of the currents flow-
ing in the legs depend on the resonant modes. This is
shown in Fig. 10 for a 12-leg birdcage that has 6 reso-
nant modes. It can be seen that the required cosine dis-
tribution around the cylinder is obtained only with the
first mode. The corresponding magnetic field is indeed
homogeneous inside the coil volume. For this mode, the
magnetic field homogeneity improves further as the
number of elements increases. In practice, the number
of legs is limited to 12e16, possibly 32 for large
resonators at low frequency, which is a compromise be-
tween a good homogeneity and manufacturing difficul-
ties. An exception is the Varian Milliped� resonator
[37] which includes about 1000 legs tuned by distrib-
uted capacitances around the cylinder.

In the birdcage resonator, the cosine current distribu-
tion is obtained naturally for one of its resonant mode, but
it is quite sensitive to the geometry and component
values. In order to implement a robust design, an attempt
to force the cosine current distribution has been made by
connecting, in parallel, a number of wires judiciously
positioned around the cylinder [38]. This assumes that
the current is evenly distributed in the wires. In practice,
this cannot be the case due to the mutual inductance
between the legs. The current distribution depends on
the ratio of self- to mutual inductances. If the legs wire
is very thin, the self-inductance is much larger than the



Fig. 6. Outline of the current density calculation method [12] applied

to the loopegap. The current density on the conductor is described as

a discrete set of regularly spaced circular filaments of current Ik, as

shown on the figure. The boundary condition on the magnetic field

vector at the surface of the conductor is sampled on a discrete set

of positions located between the current filaments (in order to avoid

any singularities). The field component perpendicular to the conduc-

tor at that point (j) is calculated by adding the contributions ajkIk from

all the current Ik. Due to symmetry, the amplitude of this component

is independent of the radial position. Hence the number of positions

where the magnetic field is sampled is equal to the number of current

filaments minus one. In practice, this number may range from 10 to

1000 (or more without any difficulty) depending on the desired

resolution of the current distribution. All the boundary conditions

at locations j are written as a set of linear equations with Ik as

unknowns, A{Ik}¼ b. At this point the linear system of equations

is incomplete (all elements of the b vector are null). Adding the con-

dition that the sum of all current filaments must be equal to the total

current carried by the conductor (Iport), one obtains a solvable system

of equations for Ik. The matrix elements ajk depend only on the geom-

etry of the problem. A similar approach can be used to calculate the

current distribution on flat or on cylindrical conductors where the

current flows along the longitudinal direction. Such a method has

been used for calculating the current distribution on the shield sur-

rounding a given coil.

Fig. 7. Ideal transverse resonators. The current on the surface of the

front-half of the cylinder is out-of-phase with the current on the back-

half of the cylinder. The current amplitude has a cosine dependence

on the azimuth angle. Ideally, the cylinder is assumed to be infinite in

length. The magnetic field is oriented perpendicular to the symmetry

axis of the coil.
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mutual inductance with the other legs and the current dis-
tribution is close to the ideal cosine distribution. But for
obvious reason of sensitivity, the wire cannot be made as
thin as it should be. On the contrary, if the wires are made
of large strips, covering almost all the surface of the cyl-
inder, the self-inductance is much smaller and the current
distribution tends to that of the slotted tube. This so-
called cosine or Bolinger coil [38] has, however, the
simplicity of the slotted tube, whereas the magnetic field
homogeneity is still slightly improved.

6. Shielding effects

The signal to be detected in MR experiments being
usually very small, it is preferable to shield the probe
in order to reduce the interactions of the coil with the
environment. This prevents the receiver from spurious
signals and protects also the surrounding electronics
from intense radiofrequency perturbations due to the
high-power pulses. Furthermore, the shield limits the
radiation losses that may occur at relatively high fre-
quencies. It diminishes also the capacitive coupling
(Faraday shield) with the enclosing metallic parts,
which is responsible for the occurrence of parasitic
common mode currents.

Usually the shield is a conductive cylinder placed
around the probe. This has some consequences on the
resonator behavior. First of all, the resonant frequencies
generally increase due to the decrease of the probe in-
ductance. Secondly, and probably less often considered,
the magnetic field inside the resonator (in the sample
volume) decreases when the ratio of shield to resonator
diameters becomes smaller. This is shown in Fig. 11 for
a shielded saddle coil.

All these effects can be easily understood using the
images theory [15,39,40,41,42]. Each current line of
the resonator inside the cylindrical shield creates a mir-
rored image represented by a current line of opposed
phase, located outside the shield cylinder at a position
ri given by [39]:

ri ¼
r2

s

r
ð7Þ

where rs is the radius of the shield and r is the distance
of the current line to the center of the shield. As a first
consequence, the inductance of the conductor carrying
the current line is lowered due to the mutual inductance
with its image. Secondly, the magnetic field created in-
side the resonator decreases due to the opposed field



Fig. 8. B1 mapping in the xy plane (middle), using the 4pwepw pulse sequence (see legend of Fig. 4), of the optimized saddle coil (top) and

slotted tube (bottom). The histograms of B1
þ/I amplitudes (right) are calculated in a cylinder having a diameter equal to 90% of the coil diameter.

The RF field homogeneity of the slotted tube is clearly better than that of the saddle coil. The improvement is at the expense of a slight decrease of

the RF field amplitude. I is the total current that flows on each half cylindrical surface of the coil. (For visualizing the color information in this

figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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created by the image. By contrast, the magnetic field
amplitude in the space located between the current
line and its image (between the resonator surface and
the shield inner wall) increases when the shield and
the resonator get closer.
Fig. 9. Left: photo of a 200-MHz birdcage resonator designed for small-a

parallel to the coil legs. The birdcage is of the low-pass type, each leg bei

rings, coaxial to the birdcage end rings, are the tuning ‘‘link’’ rings [36].

Right: simplified electrical circuit of the low-pass (upper) and high-pass (l
The shield may have some dramatic consequences
on the probe sensitivity, especially when the losses arise
essentially from the sample. In this case, the B1/I ratio
(see below) is decreasing, while the resistance of the
loaded probe will not change at all.
nimal MRI. The inductive coupling is made through a loop running

ng tuned by two capacitors located at their ends. The two additional

ower) birdcage coil.



Fig. 10. The 6 resonant modes of a 12-leg birdcage coil (top) are shown by the reflection coefficient G as a function of frequency. The spectrum

represented here has been simulated using ‘‘simprobe’’ [12]. The current amplitude in each leg is represented (middle) by dark dots as a function

of the leg number, for each resonant mode. The corresponding B1
þ RF field amplitude is shown at the bottom. The first k¼ 1 mode has the required

cosine current distribution as a function of the azimuth angle. It is therefore the sole mode leading to a homogeneous B1 field distribution (bottom).

All other modes produce RF field gradients characterized by a null (dark) at the center of the coil. (For visualizing the color information in this

figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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7. What is expected from a given probe?

The probe sensitivity is of great importance in MR
experiments due to the inherently very low macroscopic
magnetization that should be detected. Eq. (4) indicates
that the sensitivity depends mainly on two factors: the
ability of the probe to convert a given current I into
a magnetic field, which is represented by the term
(B1/I) and its ability to create a given current I from
a supplied RF power P, represented by (1/Or).
Fig. 11. Shielding effect on the RF field distribution of a saddle coil. The fi

‘‘direct method’’ outlined in the text. Note the decrease of the magnetic fiel

to right). In contrast, the field amplitude increases between the coil conducto

for axial (for example, [9]) and transverse resonators (for example, [12, 41,4

referred to the web version of this article.)
The first factor depends entirely on the resonator ge-
ometry. The second factor depends on a large number of
parameters that must be optimized for each particular
design. For example, a cryo-probe, in which the resis-
tance of the conductors is extremely small, improves
significantly the sensitivity, which strongly depends
on the working frequency, on the ‘‘filling factor’’ and
on the conductive properties of the sample [18].

The optimization of the probe resistance is outside
the scope of this short review. We will discuss rather
eld map is calculated from the current distribution estimated using the

d amplitude inside the coil as the shield diameter decreases (from left

rs and the shield. This is a general effect. It has been already described

2]). (For visualizing the color information in this figure, the reader is



Table 1

Rotating frame component of the RF magnetic field (B1
þ, gauss) at

center of the homogeneous resonators

Ideal axial resonator (sphere) 4.19 I/d
Helmoltz coil 5.03 I/d

Hoult Deslauriers coil 4.49 I/d

Solenoid 4.44 I/da (6.28/lD)

Ideal transverse resonator 3.14 I/d

Saddle coil 3.46 I/d

Slotted tube 3.39 I/d

Birdcage (3.06e3.14) I/d

I (A) is the total current that flows on the resonator surface, d (mm) is

the diameter of the resonator, and lD is the length of the diagonal of the

solenoid coil. The return current contributions for the transverse res-

onators are not included in the quoted values. The corresponding B1

values correspond to the plateau value, assuming the length is much

larger than d (see Fig. 12). For the birdcage coils, the indicated values

depend on the number of legs (from 8 to �32).
a Note: the value is for a solenoid that has its length equal to its

diameter (lD¼ dO2).

Fig. 12. Magnetic field amplitude at center of a transverse resonator,

taking account of the return path currents. The maximum value is

reached when l/d is equal to O2 and is close to the plateau value cor-

responding to an infinite length coil. For lower l/d values, the mag-

netic field amplitude decreases dramatically with the length of the

coil.
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the comparison of the ‘‘magnetic efficiency’’ (B1/I)
among the different kinds of homogeneous resonators
so far described.

The main difficulty in comparing the magnetic effi-
ciencies of all the resonators (Table 1) is to correctly de-
fine the current I value that enters the ratio B1/I. This is
given by the current of the ideal configurations (Figs. 3
and 7). For example, the current I for the Helmholtz
coils is twice the current that flows in each coil. Simi-
larly, for the saddle coil, the current I is half the current
supplied to the coil. In contrast, I is equal to the supplied
current for the slotted tube. For axial resonators (sole-
noid, loopegap, Helmholtz coils or HoulteDeslauriers
four-coil resonator [21]), I is still defined as the total
current supplied to the coil.

The return path currents are another source of com-
plication for comparing the B1/I efficiency among the
transverse resonators. In fact, as Fig. 12 shows, the mag-
netic field amplitude at the center is maximum when the
ratio of the length to the diameter (l/d) is equal to O2.
When the ratio is smaller, the magnetic field decreases
very quickly and this should be avoided.

Therefore, B1/I is inversely proportional to the diam-
eter of the coil for all the homogeneous resonators (Ta-
ble 1). All axial or transverse resonators exhibit almost
the same efficiency, with a slight advantage to the axial
configuration.

7.1. Some orders of magnitude

It could be useful to have in mind some orders of
magnitude for the required current and power that
would produce a pulse of desired length. As an example,
we will consider a NMR probe including a 5.5-mm
proton coil and a 10-mm decoupling X coil. This is a typ-
ical arrangement found in any liquid high-resolution
NMR spectrometer. The diameter of the proton coil is
made slightly higher than the standard 5-mm sample
tubes in order to accommodate the coil holder and to
allow for the thickness of the wires. These coils may
be saddle coils, slotted tubes or AGR, having an
almost identical efficiency B1/I. We thus assume that
B1 is given by:

Bþ1 z
3:4

d
I ð8Þ

where I is in A, and d in mm. B1 is the amplitude (in
Gauss) of the rotating frame component of the RF mag-
netic field and I is the peak amplitude of the current.

Table 2 shows the required current values that should
be applied during the excitation pulse, assuming that
90� pulse lengths of 5 ms and 15 ms are desired for pro-
ton and carbon (X nucleus), respectively. The current
values are quite high, indicating also that the voltage
across the capacitor may easily reach the breakdown
limit. If this arises the probe is said to be ‘‘arcing’’,
a phenomenon that probably most NMR users have en-
countered. For solid-state NMR, the required pulse
lengths are usually shorter (down to 1 ms or less). As
a consequence, the currents, as well as the voltages
across the capacitors, must be about an order of magni-
tude higher.

The current is produced by the application of a RF
pulse delivered by a power amplifier (transmitter).



Table 2

Current (I) and power (P) required to rotate the spin magnetization by 90� in 5 ms (proton) and 15 ms (carbon) on a 11.7 T (500 MHz) and 21.1 T

(900 MHz) NMR spectrometer

PW90 (ms) n1 (kHz) [B1 (G)] d (mm) I (A) L (nH) Ceq (pF) P(W)

Proton coil

at 500 MHz

5 50 [11.8] 5.5 20 9 11 28

Carbon coil

at 125 MHz

15 16.7 [15.7] 10 48 20 81 90

Proton coil

at 900 MHz

5 50 [11.8] 5.5 20 9 3.4 50

Carbon coil

at 225 MHz

15 16.7 [15.7] 10 48 20 25 160

The diameter (d) and inductance (L) values for the proton and carbon coil are standard for a high-resolution liquid probe. Ceq is the capacitance value

that tunes each coil at the respective proton and carbon resonant frequencies.
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The required power can be estimated from the following
formula [12]:

P¼ I2

2Qu0Ceq

ð9Þ

where P is the effective power, Q is the coil quality fac-
tor and Ceq is related to the capacitance value C0 that
tunes the resonator at the working frequency u0.

C0 ¼
1

Lu2
0

ð10Þ

where L is the probe coil inductance.
For a saddle coil, Ceq is equal to 4C0, but for an AGR,

Ceq is equal to C0 [12]. This apparent contradiction re-
sults from the fact that the wires of the saddle coil are
connected in series, whereas each conductive sheets of
the slotted tube can be considered as two wires
connected in parallel. Hence, the inductance of a well-
constructed saddle coil should be about 4 times the
inductance of a slotted tube of the same dimensions.
As an example, the inductance of a saddle coil having
a diameter of 5.5 mm, a length of 15 mm and wound
with a 2-mm wide copper foil is estimated to be
41 nH. This is very close to 4 times the inductance of
a slotted tube of the same dimensions, which is estimated
to be 9 nH [12] plus the inductance of the connections
linking the 2 opposed sheets of the coil. The inductance
of the 10-mm carbon coil, assumed to be a slotted tube of
30 mm in length is estimated to be 20 nH.

The corresponding Ceq and power P required to get
the current quoted above are given in Table 2. The Q
factor is assumed to be 200, which is an average value
generally observed for such probes. If required, it can
be measured before using Eq. (9).

The required power estimated here compares well
with the characteristics of the power amplifiers usually
proposed by the manufacturers of spectrometers. In
particular, the required power is much greater for the
X nuclei than for proton, even if the corresponding
90� pulse length is larger. It should be also noted that
P increases with the main magnetic field, B0.

Because the required power is proportional to the
square of the desired B1, to get a 1-ms proton pulse length,
insteadofa 5-ms one, requiresa transmitterpower25 times
higher. Accordingly, the power amplifiers for solid-state
NMR must deliver power levels up to the kW range.

As suggested by the simple considerations devel-
oped here, the probe sensitivity depends mainly on its
geometry (diameter). The accuracy of the calculations
provided by the simple Eqs. (8) and (9) is limited. How-
ever, this accuracy is generally sufficient to estimate
what could be expected for a given probe geometry in
order to optimize any desired experiments.

If a greater accuracy is required, the probe’s electri-
cal and magnetic properties can be simulated using
more elaborate software, ranging from simple to use
and cheap utilities such as ‘‘simprobe’’ [12] to very ex-
pensive accurate full-wave electromagnetic simulators.
The latter are mainly developed for companies con-
cerned with radio communications (mobiles, WiFi,
etc.) and microelectronics, but can be used, maybe after
some adaptations, for the simulation of MR probes [3].

In any case, it would be of interest to evaluate the
performances of a given probe by measuring the 90�

pulse length at a known power level and to compare
the results with the predicted ones (as well as with those
provided by the manufacturer). This is the method of
choice to help in debugging a probe with substandard
performances.
8. Leaving the quasi-static conditions

Until now, the quasi-static approximation has been
assumed. Increase in the resonant frequency has,
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however, consequences that will be shortly addressed in
this section, essentially for introducing the reader to-
ward the most recent technology. Again, the back-
ground that may be acquired with the previous
considerations will help in understanding the new de-
velopments implied by the increase of the magnetic
field used for NMR spectroscopy (up to 20e24 T) and
clinical imaging (up to 7 T). At this point, it should be
mentioned that mainly proton NMR is an issue. NMR
of nuclei of low gyromagnetic ratio is obviously less de-
manding, as the corresponding frequencies are much
lower than for proton. Also, low-field EPR (down to
the GHz range) is of concern.

There are, at least, two problems to be considered.
The first problem is related to the coil and sample di-

mensions relative to the wavelength. This problem is
aggravated by a reduction of the wavelength in the
coil and in the sample relative to the free-space wave-
length. For example, the phenomenon of wavelength
compression has been assigned as the major origin for
RF inhomogeneity in solenoid coils [43]. On the other
hand, the wavelength in a solvent (the sample) is re-
duced by a factor proportional to the square root of
the relative dielectric constant (3r). For example, the
wavelength in water (3r¼ 78) is only 3.4 cm at 1 GHz,
instead of 30 cm in free space.

To outcome the alterations of electromagnetic fields’
distribution when the coil dimensions are no longer
much smaller than the wavelength, some solutions
which have been proposed are shortly described in the
following.

- Segmentation of the coil: when the conductor
length is greater than roughly l/8, it is recommen-
ded that the wire is evenly divided with a series
tuning capacitor (see for example Ref. [14]). This
cancels propagation effects and thereby ensures
negligible variation of current amplitude along
the conductor. In addition, the resulting distributed
capacitance along the conductor greatly reduces
conservative electric fields and therefore dielectric
losses in the sample [44].

- Choosing the UHF versions of the basic resonator:
for example, replacing the saddle coil with the slot-
ted tube [4e6] or replacing the solenoid with the
scroll-coil [7,45], and possibly with the loopegap
[1,8,9,46].

- Using the transmission line technology: for exam-
ple, the basic birdcage coil can be replaced with
the so-called TEM resonator [47,48]. In these reso-
nators, the basic resonant loops of the birdcage
(Fig. 9) are replaced with a set of resonators
constituted of inductively coupled transmission
lines. These lines are constituted of the conductor
and its distributed capacitance with the shield which
becomes now an integral part of the probe [49]. Pos-
sibly, lumped capacitors are added at the ends of the
conductor and soldered to the shield. Higher reso-
nant frequencies can be obtained using the strip
line technology that finds more and more applica-
tions in the development of a variety of new MR
probes (see for example Ref. [50]).

The second problem is related to the alteration of the
distribution of the electromagnetic fields by the mag-
netic and dielectric properties of the sample (central
brightening [51]). This phenomenon becomes particu-
larly important for imaging of large samples at high-field
(human head at 7 Tor human body at 3 T). The develop-
ment of parallel excitation [52e54] is one of the
solutions to solve this problem. Using a set of ‘‘indepen-
dent’’ coils and adjusting the amplitude and the phase of
the current in each coil, it becomes possible to get the
desired magnetic field profile in the sample (B1 shim-
ming [55,56]). This new technology is still based on
some of the basic coil configurations [57] described so
far. But a number of designs use the simplest component,
which is a simple loop of wire (the so-called surface
coil). This coil creates a heterogeneous distribution of
magnetic field in its vicinity. The whole probe is a com-
bination of a number (from 2 to 128 or more) of magnet-
ically decoupled surface coils in an ‘‘array’’ [58]. With
such an array, it is possible to obtain a homogeneous sig-
nal excitation and/or response in a large volume, still
close to the surface of the array. This approach is the ba-
sis of the so-called SENSE imaging, for receiving [59]
and for transmitting [60]. These new concepts, com-
bined with the coil technology outlined in the preceding
paragraph [61e64], are nowadays pushing the limits of
high-field imaging of large samples.

It is also worth to mention that EPR imaging of
whole mice (a large lossy biological sample) at very-
high frequency (1.2 GHz) has been recently reported
to be feasible using a single loop multi-gap resonator
[65], a configuration which is close to the basic
loopegap resonator.

9. Conclusions

In the present review we have attempted to describe
only the very basic properties of various homogenous
resonators in order to provide some help for choosing
a particular design, taking into account the specific char-
acteristics of the planned experiments. We hope to have
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shown that using simple formulae it is indeed possible to
make some initial evaluation leading to a particular
design which can subsequently be optimized using
more elaborate tools, also briefly presented here.

A ‘‘universal’’ probe design that fits with all kinds of
experiments does not exist. The choice should be made
on a number of experimental conditions which could be
considered in the following order.

It will depend firstly on the geometry of the
experiment:

- what is the magnet geometry and the required sam-
ple accessibility (axial or transversal resonator)?

- what is the sample volume and the frequency of in-
terest (HF or UHF designs)?

- what is the magnet bore diameter (determining the
shield geometry, hence the magnetic efficiency of
the resonator)?

The next choice may be with respect to the RF mag-
netic field homogeneity. If this is the most important cri-
terion, the choice is evidently the birdcage. But, the ease
of construction may be another criterion, especially when
a multiple tuned probe is required. In this case, a cosine
coil [38] or a slotted tube [4e6] may be preferred.

Between all types of homogeneous resonators
having almost the same B1/I efficiency, the final optimi-
zation of a design will be dictated by the probe
efficiency in converting a given power P into a given
current I, at the desired working frequency. This con-
sists essentially in minimizing the resistive losses of
the probe conductors and the electric field within the
sample. This point has been already addressed in other
reviews (see for example Refs. [3,18]).

10. Note added in proofs

The current density on the loop-gap (or hollow cyl-
inder) has been already calculated by a method similar
to the "direct method" presented here, with identical re-
sults (A. Labiche, S. Kan, A. Leroy-Willig and C. Wary,
Rev. Sci. Instrum. 70 (1999) 2113).
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